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The deck must be regularly maintained as it may become 
discoloured or affected by moisture and weather. Inspect the 
deck to replace loose boards and protruding nails or screws.  
Any loose or damaged boards should be resecured or replaced, 
loose nails hammered back in or screws refixed.

To clean the deck, sweep off any loose dirt or garden residue and 
then clean the deck with a specialised deck cleaning product. It is 
important to not only remove dirt, but any algae or moss that may  
be growing on the deck. After the cleaning has been completed, 
lightly sand the deck in the direction of the timber. This will 
remove any splinters and damage to the timber.  

Once cleaned, reseal the deck with a stain, oil, paint or varnish, 
depending on aesthetic preference. Before the decking finish is 
applied, cover areas around the deck that need protection such 
as plants and furniture. Drying times are dependent on the type 
of finish so check finish manufacturer’s recommendations before 
walking on a newly finished deck. Apply and re-apply decking 
finish as per finish manufacturer’s recommendations. Finish 
manufacturers may recommend that the decking finish needs  
to be re-applied more than once a year.

After a new timber deck has been built, or an existing deck 
repaired, thoroughly sweep and clean to remove metal filings 
from drilling, nailing or other construction materials that may 
cause black spots on the hardwood deck when exposed to  
the elements. 

If the deck has turned grey from natural weathering or is 
discoloured due to metal filings or other construction materials, 
there are a large range of maintenance and cleaning products 
on the market which can bring back the timber’s original colour. 
Use with care and follow the finish manufacturer’s instructions 
carefully.

For full installation, care and maintenance 
or warranty information, please contact 
Boral Timber on 1800 818 317  
or visit www.boral.com.au/timber Promoting sustainable forest management
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In order to keep a hardwood timber deck looking its best, it must be kept clean and well maintained.  
It is a good idea to inspect a hardwood timber deck at least annually to ensure that it is in good condition.
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Note: Variations within a timber species are normal, therefore photographs, samples and displays can only be
indicative of colour and should not be used for final selection. It is normal for natural timber products to react
to changes in atmospheric and environmental conditions such as humidity and temperature.


